. No other sizes of PBA are known, and there are many nonexistence results [1] when N does not take the form 2•3•. The smallest sizes for which the existence of a PBA is currently undecided [3] , [6, property 3.5.1] are 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 9 and 4 x 3 x 3 x 9 (equivalently [2] , sizes 6 x 6 x 9 and 3 x 9 x 12).
Given a perfect array we can form another perfect array by summing every rth array element along any dimension whose size is a multiple oft [7, 
is perfect and therefore so is
In this Letter we use computer search to determine all possible 9 x 2 x 2 perfect arrays that could arise by summing the nine elements in each 3 x 3 'slice' of a 9 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 PBA. We then apply various shearing transformations to the 9 x 2 x 2 perfect arrays to show that the underlying PBA cannot exist. A similar procedure rules out the existence of a 9 x 4 x 3 x 3 PBA. Although search methods of this sort have been used previously for arrays [8] and for difference sets [9] , to our knowledge the additional argument involving shearing transformations is new. 
) of sizes 9 x 2 x 2, 9 x 2, 9 x 2 and 9, respectively by
By Lemma 1, each of B, C, C' and D is a perfect array with energy 324. This energy constraint and eqns. 1-4 imply that
for all i,j, k. We may assume, by translation if necessary, that
The first stage of the search is to find all possible arrays D satisfying the above conditions (it is computationally infeasi- The third and final stage is to find all possible arrays B which satisfy eqns. 2 and 3 simultaneously for a pair of arrays C, C' belonging to the same group from the second stage. Now a perfect array of size 2 x 2 with energy 324 and sum 18, none of whose elements is zero, must consist of elements 9, 9, 9 and -9. Therefore we may also impose b [8, Nonexistence of9 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 PBA: Suppose that A is a 9 x 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 PBA. We now use proposition I and lemma 2 to obtain a contradiction by progressively constraining the elements of A. i, j, k]) by b[i, j, k] If,, 0 I!=o a[i, j, k, /, m] Nonexistence of 9 x 4 x 3 x 3 PBA: The nonexistence of a 9 x 4 x 3 x 3 PBA follows similar lines, with the rows of the possible 9 x 4 perfect arrays being the same as those in proposition 1. The difference in that lemma I only provides one way to sum to a 9 x 2 perfect array (using 1 = 2 on the dimension of size 4), rather than two. This means there are fewer constraints on the possible 9 x 4 arrays and so the search takes considerably longer.
Summary: By computer search and combinatorial argument we have established that there is no 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 9 or 4 x 3 x 3 x 9 perfect binary array. To our knowledge this is the first nonexistence result for a PBA with N = 2•3• which improves on the Turyn exponent bound for N of this forrn [ 4, 10] . There remain eleven non-equivalent values {s., .. . 
